
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING PROJECTS

Final Year Project Ideas for Biomedical Engineering. Microcontroller Based Heart Rate Monitor This paper describes the
development of a heart rate monitor.

A security system for reducing the medical issues and drug interaction with EHR system 6. Fingerprint
identification based automatic teller machine  Infant phototherapy using uv method 3. Telephone dialing
system for the blind  To better understand the uses of mobile apps for someone with T1D, a survey of popular
glucose tracking tools like mySugr may provide helpful insight. The amplified signals are then detected by a
small implantable device then precisely records the signals sent through only the connected nerve fascicle.
Zigbee device access control and reliable data transmission in zigbee based health monitoring system 
However despite this, it is used over traditional oscillometric methods as current technology is not accurate on
small animals, and tends to be less accurate than skilled technicians with doppler. For many patients, PN is the
only long term solution for this condition, and severely hampers both quality of life and life span. The
guidance patients are preventive health care, hygiene. Electrical safety analyser for biomedical equipments 
This works via electrical stimulation utilizing PENS technology, thermal stimulation, and vibration therapy in
order to reduce the usage of prescribed narcotics to avoid addiction. When air becomes trapped within the
cranial cavity it can cause an increase in intracranial pressure, causing compression of the brain, which can
result in the reoccurance of a subdural hematoma, damage of tissue, and loss of brain function. Click to Open
Bioprinting is an emerging field intended to advance personalized medicine. How student can able to attend
year Engineering project viva or Interview Projectsatbangalore,We offer Biomedical Projects in bangalore for
final year engineering students in various domains. The system pumps fluid into the apex of the left ventricle.
Eye ball sensor based eye tracking automatic wheel chair movement for paralysed patients  The port, made
from a combination of stainless steel, ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene, and implantable-grade
silicone, accommodates the low volume dosage used for brain tissue infusion. We have designed a device
called the Noci-Stim, capable of detecting specific muscles that are causing the body chronic pain to help
clinicians correctly identify and treat the sources of pain. Click to Open Each year, over 1 million preterm
babies will never get to see their first birthday. How can we be spending more money but our patients are
getting worse? Robot control using hand signals  However, these drugs are expensive, can be toxic in incorrect
doses, and are challenged by growing drug resistance. Mems based assistance for physically challenging
people  The result is a device that minimizes risks of premature collagen crosslinking, inhomogeneity and
biomaterial wastage without compromising the sterility of the syringe or requiring the use of a specific 3D
printer. Conventional coupled loops required for electric energy transfer cannot meet these challenges because
the body poses restraints on size of loops, the working distance and the amount of shielding possible. Click to
Open A subdural hematoma is a pool of blood beneath the dura layer, a membrane that covers the brain. The
new Staying Healthy with Personal Medicine Apps science project idea guides students in programming a
medication reminder app. However, the reliability of methods to control these limbs suffers from lack of
suitable transduction of natural signals. Electronic patients weighing scale 4. Understanding personal trends in
response to exercise can help. Rfid based health card system  It can occur whenever fluids are lost and are not
adequately replaced. In addition, dehydration monitoring devices currently in hospitals are bulky, impractical,
intimidating, and expensive. The most common way to treat subdural hematomas is through craniotomies
which involve removal of a large area of the skull usually upwards of 2. A CGM involves a small sensor that
is inserted just under the skin and performs blood glucose readings every few minutes, which it then transfers
to a receiving device. Our proposed Smart Syringe goes one step further by measuring cell viability without
the use of exogenous markers, while also improving the quality and consistency of printed biomaterials. The
use of prosthetic devices may determine whether persons with amputations return to work. After infusion, the
patient must have the catheter removed and have the wound sealed. The socket was then self-tapped into the
hole using the insertion tool and a tap handle. Pocket held fetal heart monitoring system 5.


